GENEARTH
GROUND ENHANCEMENT MATERIAL PROVEN LOW RESISTIVITY AND HIGH CONDUCTIVITY.
GENEARTH is the state-of-art earthing material to use in poor conductivity areas such as sandy soil,
rocky ground and mountain tops.
GENEARTH is the best answer in situations where limited land area difficult to make adequate
grounding with conventional earthing system. Or where normal ground rods can not be driven.
GENEARTH's performance is ascertained by rigid independent tests and proven field references.
OUTSTANDING FEATURES OF GENEARTH
It is permanent ;
- Does not require maintenance
- Does not dissolve or decompose with time
- Does not depend on the continuous presence of water to maintain conductivity.
It is effective ;
- Reduce earth resistance
- Once it set form, it maintains constant resistance for the life of the grounding system.
- Performs in all poor conductivity area and even during dry season.
It is environmentally safe ;
- Does not contaminate ground water.
- No harmful effect to soil.
- MSDS is available on request.
It is easy to use ;
- Packed in 25kg bags.
- No special training is required.
- Can be used wet or dry.
- Minimum man power is required to install.
- Can be easily mixed into mortar
- When use dry, it absorb moisture quickly from
the soil and set into hardened state.
SPECIFICATIONS
● Ground enhancement material have to be permanent and maintenance-free and maintain its
earth resistance with time. It must set into hardened state and not dissolve or decompose
or contaminate soil or ground water.
● It should be suitable for installing dry form or in mortar form.
● Ground enhancement material should not depend on the presence of water or humidity to
maintain its conductivity. The resistivity of its set form should not be more than 15 ohm-cm
and compressive strength should be moire that 140 kgf/cm2.

RESISTIVITY CHARACTERISTICS
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As clearly shown in the graph, GENEARTH has a resistivity factor more
than 25 times lower than bentonite clay.
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EFFICIENCY OF GENEARTH (Characteristic)
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PHOTOS SHOWING INSTALLATION OF GENEARTH
TRENCH INSTALLATION

Dig a trench about
30cm x 75cm

Spread GENEARTH about 3~5 cm deep on the conductor to
completely cover

Carefully cover the GENEARTH
with soil to about 10cm depth,
making sure not to expose the
conductor.

GROUND ROD
BACKFUILL INSTALLATION
1. Auger a hole to a
depth of 15cm less
than the length of
ground rod.
2. Place ground rod
into augered hole.
3. Pour the
GENEARTH mortar
around the ground
rod and fill the hole
up to top of ground
rod.
4. Fill remainder of
augered hole with
soil.
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